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                             TCP/IP Configuration

Logged in using DB2ADMIN...

Starting up a Journal Entry session to record the process, it deals with creation of Provider and
Consumer web services to work between Oracle JDeveloper and IBM Notes Domino Designer...

Looking to cover all bases before diving in... Want to make sure the Windows 10 environment is 
configured properly so we can actually create Web Service programs using the software as given, on 
a workable system... Will keep this documentation to share data with site users-

IBM Domino Designer



Starting with Lotus Domino Designer environment, TCPIP Ports have to remain Open locally...



Choosing 'Show Status' button reveals Port is indeed Open for business, see below...



Taking a closer look at the notes.ini (configuration) file to see the code stamped in with 
TCPIP information-



Just have to scroll down to fetch the TCPIP portion...



Okay, that is how it is supposed to look... If you are unable to connect and you are having a TCPIP port
80 message in your console, it could be because you need to open Ports- You can do this by copying 
the code highlighted above and adding to the Lotus Notes Domino 'notes.ini' file in the installation 
directory- See prior screenshots, YouTube, and PDF tutorials for more support-

IBM Data Studio
Quickly go to IBM Data Studio and create a table in the existing IBM DB2 database (DOCUXPDB)... If 
you are looking for documentation on how to create a database, see prior Tutorials, either via YouTube or 
PDF files... Our next step is to Run the following command to create the table in DB2...

Food For Brain
we found that at times it is easier to run commands to create your tables, than to do it via the UI...



that one failed... Could be something either with the user or schema, it should have just gone through...

Looks like the owner of the DB is not DB2ADMIN... Wondering why it is behaving this way- Could
db2admin need additional rights?



It could also be because the db2admin user does not have access to the schema which belongs 
to Administrator account



May need to just create own Schema with the right account-

Suspecting DB2ADMIN has enough rights in the system, pretty certain, not as much as the 
local Admin account though...



Could be missing something...


